INTRODUCTION
For three decades the classical description of the gas phase reaction zone of burning energetic solids (at the simplest level of chemistry, i.e., singlestep reaction) has been the high activation energy, flame sheet model m = P" exp(-E, / 2RTf). This model first gained significant attention in 1961 with the pioneering paper of Denison and Bauml . In 1968 Culick2y3 argued that it did not contain necessary coupling to the solid phase. However, in 1973 Williams4 used activation energy asymptotics (AEA) analysis to show formally that such coupling was not warranted; in the limit of Eg/RT >> 1 the gas kinetics controlled expression of Denison and Baum was correct. (Numerical solution of the governing equations has since verified that for typical conditions of highly exothermic gas reaction and moderate, i.e., not low, pressure Williams was correct5.) Nevertheless, the inability of the DenisodBaumNilliams (DBW) model to accurately predict certain important combustion parameters, such as pressure exponent and temperature sensitivity, was noted and various derivatives were developed in an attempt to couple the solid phase and better match experimental observations. Most of these models (such as BDP6) still retained the large E, flame sheet assumption, or some manifestation of it. Some authors explored spatially distributed gas reaction descriptions, usually by assuming Q priori the spatial distribution of heat release. None seems to have considered relaxing the large E, assumption by formally considering the opposite limit.
In the time since the 1970s the trend in modeling has been toward development of more detailed chemical kinetic models. A consensus seems to have formed that any more accurate description of reality than n = 1 (for a single-step, bimolecular reaction) and op = constant should not be expected of a model as simple as single-step gas reaction. These limitations (n = 1 and op = c) which are inherent in DBW have not been attributed to any erroneous assumption in the model (such as Eg/RT >> 1) but just the model's basic level of description, particularly the simplified chemistry.
The assumption of large E, itself seems to have been accepted. However, as more refined measurements of gas phase flame structure have become available recently and more computational studies conducted (much of this with double base NC/NG propellants), a curious result has emerged. The reported values of global gas activation energies seem to have reduced from the 40-50 kcaYmole range6, for which analysis based on Eg/RT >> 1 is reasonably valid, to the range of 5-10 kcal/mole7, where it is not. Yet, the simplified, single-step, level of description begun by Denison, Baum, and Williams for the limit of large E, appears not to have been investigated for the opposite limit of small E, until now. A model which is the vanishingly small Eg analog of the DBW model has recently been developed by Ward, Son, and Brewster*-lO (WSB). This exceedingly (perhaps deceptively) simple model demonstrates a surprising ability to accurately represent the essential features of energetic solid combustion. In this paper the derivation of the WSB model is given so that the common theoretical framework and assumptions it shares with the DBW model can be easily seen. Comparison is also made between the predictions of both models and HMX combustion data.
The overall objective of ow work is to develop a reliable, predictive engineering model of combustion of energetic solids while developing new insight into basic combustion mechanisms. The approach is to use the simplest description which will include the essential physics and chemistry necessary to represent observable behavior. The observable behavior we are concerned with most is the macroscopic regression rate or mass flux, both steady and unsteady. To the degree that the temperature profile is important in determining regression rate (as is clearly the case via conductive heat feedback from the primary flame) we are also interested in its prediction (secondary flames are not of primary interest). Detailed species profiles are not of particular interest if simulating generic (i.e., reactant, intermediate, product) species can do the job of predicting regression rate. Observed behavior should be simulated to a degree that can establish confidence of predictive capability in untested situations. If possible, blind testing of models should be done. As an example we present a comparison of model predictions with measured HMX combustion data. And as a test of predictive capability we present calculations of pressure-coupled response function, for which, to our knowledge, there are no measurements yet available.
THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION
The governing equations of the WSB model8-l0 are as follows. In the condensed phase an irreversible, unimolecular decomposition process is assumed,
A + B (1)
where A represents unreacted material, such as HMX, and B represents the decomposition products, such as N02, HONO, and larger fragments. Neglecting diffusion, the condensed phase species equation is ay ay at ax pc-+m-=-Qc;
where Y represents the mass fraction of A. Consistent with Eqn. (l), a zero-order decomposition reaction is assumed.
The energy equation is (3)
aT aT a2T at ax ax
where in-depth absorption of radiant flux q has been allowed for. Conservation of mass (assuming constant density) relates the mass flux and regression rate as + -ag;
where Y represents mass fraction of B. Consistent with Eqn. (8), the following reaction rate is assumed, which is second order overall and first order with respect to reactant B
The T2 term in the first prefactor allows for simple mathematical solutions. This is not in exact agreement with kinetic theory but is not a significant assumption in the present context since the assumed value of Eg is much more important with regard to the temperature dependence of the reaction rate. The quasi-steady gas phase energy equation is Ideal gas behavior is assumed,
.
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With the assumption of unity Lewis number (pgD= h, / C= const) Eqs. (9) and (11) 2hgBgM CTf m = E;Q;
where Tf is as shown in Eq. (1 1). This expression indicates that mass flux is determined by gas kinetics only and not decomposition kinetics (unlike WSB where both gas and condensed phase chemistry play a role). The temperature and species profile is mC The steady regression rate or mass flux is obtained as an eigenvalue of the problem from Eqs. (7) and (14) through (17) . Differentiating these equations, assuming constant Qc and Q,, gives the following temperature sensitivity ( op = k / (T, -To)) and pressure exponent for the WSB model
The convective-diffusive length scale xCd is still defined by Q. (16) but the flame location xg is now given by an energy balance similar to Eq. (17) which can be written in the form
with T, being determined by Eq. (24) give which predicts that the temperature sensitivity is independent of pressure, nearly independent of initial temperature (usually To <e (Q, + Q,) / C; T, is a very weak function of To), and strongly determined by the assumed value of Eg. To the degree the radiant flux is negligible, the pressure exponent approaches one. (In recognition of the latter difficulty most DBW derivatives2* adopt an overall, non-integer gas reaction order less than 2.) Numerical solution of the differential equations for arbitrary Eg has recently been done5 and shown that the WSB and DBW analytic solutions are indeed correct for their respective limiting values of Eg for typical conditions of moderate (not subatmospheric) pressure and strongly exothermic gas flame.
RESULTS
The primary test conditions for model comparison are listed in Table 1 , with simulation of HMX being considered as an example. Three pressures are considered, 1, 10, and 70 atm, with a laser flux of 35 W/cm2 augmenting the combustion at 1 atm. At the two higher pressures combustion gas thermal radiation accounts for the assumed values of q. The value of E, (42 kcal/mole) is close to the estimated bond strength of the N-NO2 bond, rupture of which is thought to initiate decomposition. The absorption coefficient (5670 cm-*) is for 10.6 pm (C02 laser) radiation (measured at room temperature using KBr-FIIR spectro~copyl~) and is important for the 1 atm case only. For pressures above 2 atm, the prefactors A, and Bg were determined by matching q, (0.38 cm/s) and T, (733 K) at 20 atm and 298 K. At 1 atm Qg was decreased relative to the higher pressure cases (and Bg increased), based on the o b~e r v a t i o n~~ that at 1 atm with laser radiation two distinct flames form with the primary flame reaching a plateau at 1300 to 1500 K; the secondary flame (unimportant for regression rate) is then formed far downstream.
The main results for the three primary cases are shown in Table 1 . For each parameter there are two lines; the top line is the WSB result and the bottom is the DBW result. In the 1 atm case the surface regression is being driven to a large degree by the laser flux, as indicated by the relatively small value of the conductive heat feedback qc compared to the absorbed radiant flux q, and the appreciable value of v4 relative to v (=n). For the 10 and 70 atm cases the combustion gas thermal radiation is not having a strong effect; conductive heat feedback is driving the regression, as indicated by small values of v4 and the relatively large values of n. Most of the results listed in Table 1 are not remarkably different between the two models. However, one notable difference is that the DBW flame location xg is much smaller than the characteristic (l/e) length scale xg of the WSB flame for all three pressures. This is a direct result of the different Eg assumptions and is further discussed below with the temperature profiles. Another x (W Fig. 1 Temperature profiles for HMX. Note similarity of gas profile shape between WSB model and Zenin16 data. Figure 1 shows the temperature profiles at 1, 10, and 70 atm. Both models have exponential temperature profiles, DBW concave-up and WSB concave-down. At the surface dT/dx is nearly the same for both models due to the regression rates being nearly the same. As pressure increases the response of the second order gas kinetics causes the ~ temperature profile to shift toward the surface. The question of how these predictions compare with measurements is important and needs careful consideration.
Zenin has recently reported microthermocouple measurements for HMX16 at 1, 5, 20 and 70 atm. These data show the same qualitative behavior as the WSB model, Le., concave down. Zenin's 5 and 20 atm data are re-plotted in Fig. 1 . The 5 atm Zenin data lie nearly on top of the 10 atm WSB model curve. By assuming that 10 atm measurements would fall halfway between the 5 and 20 atrn data it can be seen that the WSB model at 10 atm underpredicts the thermocouple measurements somewhat, but is much closer qualitatively and quantitatively than the DBW model. The 1 atm WSB profile rises a little slower than Zenin's (not plotted) but the effect of laser augmentation would be to stretch the primary flame (Zenin's experiments had no laser augmentation) so that difference may be partly due to the radiant heat flux in the WSB 1 atm case. The 70 atm WSB profile rises faster than Zenin's (not plotted) but this may be partly due to thermocouple lag error which becomes more pronounced as pressure (regression rate) increases. The important result, however, is that the general shape of Zenin's measured temperature profiles is closer to that predicted by WSB than by DBW. Microthermocouple measurements in HMX have also been reported by Parr and Hanson-Parr at 1 atm with laser-a~gmentation~~. These data appear similar to Zenin's except for a more pronounced initial concaveup curvature, which may be associated with a melt layer plateau or an effect of the laser augmentation used. The primary combustion parameter of interest in system design is the burning rate. Figure 3 show steady burning rate for HMX as a function of pressure for six initial temperatures, ranging from 198 K to 423 K, as obtained initially by Boggs17*18 and later extended by Parr, et al. 19 The data above and below 298 K have a multiplier applied as shown to separate the data and make comparison with models easier. The fact that DBW inherently overpredicts the pressure exponent is evident in Fig.  3 . WSB, however, naturally predicts the correct pressure exponent. The 423 K data also show that DBW underpredicts bum rate at low pressures and high temperatures. This shortcoming manifests itself in the temperature sensitivity, which is plotted in Fig.   4 . The experimental data of Fig. 4 have been obtained from the BoggsParr data of Fig. 3 by curve-~ fitting and analytically differentiating. This amplifies any error that may have existed in the original data.
Nevertheless clear trends are evident showing that op
increases with temperature and decreases with pressure. These same observed trends are predicted by the WSB model, whereas the DBW model predicts op is relatively independent of both pressure and temperature. Even the WSB model doesn't quite match experimental op data in Fig. 4 as well as in Fig. 3, which is expected, Fig. 4 being the derivative. However, to put Fig. 4 in perspective it is important to realize that currently comprehensive HMX combustion models with hundreds of reactions cannot predict even the experimentally observed trends of op(To, p). Fig. 5 show that at a given pressure, say 10 atm, there is a cross-over radiant flux (about 100 W/cm2 for 10 atm), below which conductive heat feedback becomes increasingly dominant (radiative feedback becoming negligible) and vice versa above. That cross-over flux increases with pressure due to the pressure-sensitive gas kinetics. One implication of this is that experiments that use laser energy to augment the combustion rate require a larger flux at higher pressures. Experimental verification of the results of Fig. 5 is being conducted in our laboratory. This requires measuring laser energy losses due to absorption and scattering in the combustion gas plume and reflection at the sample surface.
One example of a new experimental technique using laser energy to augment combustion is the laser-recoil rnethod2O for measuring the radiation driven burning rate response function Rq (see Appendix). Figure 6 shows the magnitude and phase of the laser-recoil response function for HMX at 1 atm at a mean C02 laser flux of 35 W/cm2. Model predictions are for WSB (parameters in Table 1 ) and two independent experimental data sets21 ,22 are shown. Figure 6 shows that the scaled magnitude data match reasonably well. With regard to the phase, Fig. 4 shows some variation between the two experimental data sets; however, the model values fall between the two measured data sets and exhibit the same trend with frequency. Underprediction of response phase at higher frequencies (approaching fR) seems to be a characteristic of QS theory and probably is caused by violation of the QS assumption. Since the characteristic frequency of the condensed phase reaction layer is f~= 1 3 0 Hz, the QS phase would be expected to deviate as frequency approached this value. There may also be other factors affecting the applicability of the QS model to HMX combustion under these conditions. Perhaps .complex, multiphase transport in the surface melt zone affects the response at these conditions, similar to what has been reported for RDX23, but to a lesser extent. Nevertheless the degree of agreement is suggestive of a corresponding degree of accuracy in the model's representation of the actual complex combustion process. In particular, it is noteworthy that the decomposition energy barrier, 42 kcalfmole, corresponds to either of two competing initiation processes that might be expected for HMX decomposition, N-NO2 bond scission and HONO elimination24. The greatest challenge for a combustion model is to simulate untested behavior. This is particularly 7 ~ so for unsteady combustion.
(Even with measurements available the track record for modeling unsteady combustion has not been very successful until recently with the replacement of the ad hoc Arrhenius surface pyrolysis relation Eq. (Al) with Eq. (7)15.) A common unsteady performance measurement for energetic materials that appears not to have been reported yet for HMX is the pressurecoupled response function, Rp (see Appendix). Tburner tests of Re{Rp} were planned for HMX sometime this year at China Lake. This situation offers a unique opportunity for double blind testing. The predicted pressure-coupled response for the parameters listed in Table 1 is shown in Fig. 7 . The curves are only extended up to 300 hz at 10 atm and 5000 hz at 70 atm. We would expect the quasisteady model to begin to fail at around these frequencies as the predicted decomposition layer response frequencies are fR = 900 and 22,000 hz, respectively. The two models show similar behavior but with a reversal in pressure; the response is larger at 70 atm for DBW and slightly smaller for WSB. It will be interesting to see if future measurements correlate well with either of these or any model, including those with complex chemistry. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The WSB model is the vanishingly small gas activation energy analog of the classical high activation energy single step gas reaction model of Denison and Baum and Williams (DBW). Whereas the regression rate in DBW is gas kinetically controlled, in WSB it is coupled to the condensed phase which is modeled as large activation energy decomposition. The WSB model is therefore a 2-step model with high activation energy decomposition in the condensed phase followed by vanishingly small energy barrier reaction in the gas phase. The decomposition is overall energetically neutral while the gas reaction is highly exothermic. The only difference between WSB and DBW is the value of Eg. The high Eg value of DBW results in a model which is essentially two thermal decomposition mechanisms in series, condensed phase thermal decomposition followed by gas phase thermal decomposition. In WSB the condensed phase process is the same (thermal) but the gas phase process, with negligible energy barrier (negligible temperature sensitivity), has more the character of a branched chain mechanism. The success of WSB in matching both temperature profile and burning rate behavior for HMX8>l0, NC/NG9, and HNF25 suggests that the latter description is closer to the actual case for many energetic materials. For complex chemistry combustion models to develop to the point of being able to predict ap(To, p) accurately may require more attention to early gas phase branched chain chemistry, including decomposition species. For describing unsteady combustion, the classical theory of quasi-steady (QS) combustion of homogeneous energetic materials can be applied using the models outlined above, within certain limitations on frequency or time-constant of imposed changes. The QS theory is based on the assumption of quasi-steady reaction zones in both the gas and condensed phases. In the U.S. and Europe this theory (also called QSHOD for quasi-steady, homogeneous, one-dimensional) was developed in the context of the flame modeling (FM) approach whereas in the former Soviet Union the phenomenological ZeldovichNovozhilov (ZN) approach was used. The two approaches are essentially equivalent. Within this common framework, thermal relaxation in the inert condensed phase, with time scale k, is the only nonquasi-steady process. The condensed phase reaction layer and the gas phase region are considered to respond instantly to changing external conditions. This formulation implicitly assumes that condensed phase reactions are confined to a thin region near the surface of the condensed phase (i.e., surface reaction) which is justified only if two conditions are met. First, the effective activation energy of the condensed phase decomposition must be large enough that a relatively thick inert convective-diffusive zone develops, followed by a thin reactive-diffusive zone (E&n>l; xc=ac/ i, >> xR=xc/(Ec/2RTs)). Typical values of Ec/2RTs for energetic materials are 5 to 15. For steady burning, even the smallest realistic values (-5) are large enough that AEA formulas (leading term only) such as Eq. (7) are accurate to within a few percent. This does not guarantee similar accuracy for oscillatory burning, however, which depends on the frequency of the imposed perturbation. Therefore, the second necessary condition is that the frequency of the perturbation be less than the characteristic frequency of the reaction layer (f << fR)--how much less depends on the magnitude of Ec/2RT, and is something which has been only recently addressed26. Nevertheless it is to be expected that at some sufficiently large frequency the QS model will fail by virtue of non-QS @e., distributed) reaction effects in the condensed phase, if not by some other mechanism.
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In the linearized approximation the QS frequency response functions for pressure-perturbed burning (constant radiant flux) and radiationperturbed burning (constant pressure) can be obtained27 as
Equations (A2) and (A3) assume fr (the surface reaction layer transmissivity) is a constant parameter.
The steady state sensitivity parameters, k, r, v, 6, v,, and 6, are defined in the Nomenclature. The complete mathematical equivalence of the ZN and FM approaches at a term-by-term level (A=k/r, B=l/k, n=v, ns=6/r, or nq=6,/r), including the Jacobian parameters (ns=6/r, nq=6,/r), was first demonstrated in 199327715. Before 1993 the equivalence of the n, parameter appearing in the FM Arrhenius pyrolysis relation Eq. (Al) and the ZN Jacobian parameter 6 had apparently not been recognized due to a subtle difference in linearization27.
The steady state sensitivity parameters can either be obtained from experimental measurements of q, and T, while varying To, p, and q (ZN approach), or from flame modeling (FM). For the rand p-or 6-parameters the experimental approach has not proven to be sufficiently accurate. Therefore the FM approach is preferred for determining these parameters. By differentiating Eq. (7) relations for the r-and &parameters are obtained as follows, assuming constant Qc. The k-and v-parameters are obtained by differentiating the complete set of equations which determine q, and T,. Assuming constant Qc and Qg, Eqs. (7) and (14) through (17) . 
